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About This Game

Have you ever been cloned? Ever wonder what it would be like to be half chicken? Half monkey? Half frog? Well, wonder no
more when you play Cloning Clyde.

As Clyde, or one of his clones, work your way through the levels of the nefarious Dupliclone, Inc. building. It houses bizarre
simulated environments created specifically to accommodate their unconventional cloning experiments. Have fun utilizing the
many clones running amok inside Dupliclone, as you try to free yourself…or should we say yourselves. Be careful of the traps

set by the sinister corporation, and watch out for mutant clones! Get even more inventive and you can use the cloning
technology to combine the Clyde clones with some of your co-inhabitants to make mutant Chicken-Clydes, Frog-Clydes, Ape-
Clydes and more. Many of the mutant Clydes have special abilities that can help you to escape from the evil Dupliclone, Inc.

Cloning Clyde is a 3D side-scrolling adventure.

Key features:

Explore a visually compelling world filled with hilarious action and crazy adventure as you struggle to escape the
clutches of the evil company Dupliclone, Inc.
Play as a variety of mutant Clydes, each with unique abilities, including 'Chicken-Clyde', 'Frog-Clyde', 'Sheep-Clyde'
and more.
Solve exciting and addictive puzzles with a variety of resolutions.
Play not only as one character but also switch between hundreds of clones.
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Hours of fun with 40 compelling levels.
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Title: Cloning Clyde
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Bacon Wrapped Games
Publisher:
NinjaBee
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2011
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English,French,German,Italian
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I love the way you can draw anything you wish, to solve the puzzles. I usually try to come up with the most complex machine I
can think of. I Love it!. It's a short game, but I enjoyed it. (I was a little surprised that one of the girls didn't get a route though.)
The game does end rather suddenly right when you're expecting more explanation. I was left confused by several things,
including if the title has any signficance, and of the true identity of all of the characters.

If you don't mind a litttle confusion and some unanswered questions, its an enjoyable ride.. There wasn't enough visual silliness
in this instalment, so.... I didn't really enjoy the game I doesn't really tell you what to do and the graphics are just bad. 4\/10.
Picked this game up yesterday and its been all I can think about since... Minimalistic feel and price. Would love to see more
variety of characters, eniemes, & weapons in time but for now I'm still lovin the game. My only complaint is that the graphics
make me a little dizzy if I go too fast lol. Maybe have more screen size options something in-between fullscreen and little tiny
windowed box. Other than that solid rouge-like that doesn't feel like any other game I've played :)

. Levels feels unfinished but still it's pretty fun.. Arma 3 is an amazing military sandbox game. I would recommend this to
everyone who is into military simulation. Scenario creation is my favourite part of the game!. 10\/10 The ears and tails
attachments, although japon styles costumes are very good looking.
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it is hell to play just like a relasinship.....mabye i shouldent post this ah no one will take this joke sereisly but it is fun and it has
one of the best skins in the game so buy it for yourself and your loved one becues nuthing say love like killing goblims and orcs.
Good old "Army Men" , but with graphics and high quality sound. This is not a review of the software's quality and capabilities
so much as a response to the other reviews which report problems with the software communicating with the the licensing
server. In 100+ hours of use over one week, I have experienced 1 single problem/disconnect during which time the
CapturingReality website was offline and/or unreachable for ~15 minutes (my internet was working but the CapturingReality
website was returning a 503 error page). This server-side problem disrupted the software on my client-side, interrupting a 90
minute process at the 60 minute mark, compelling me to start the process again (and therefore costing me 60 minutes).
However, all in all, the software has been able to communicate with the licensing server for over 99% of the time, and I would
happily recommend it to others on that count.. If you love MotoGP buy it.I have some bike that i want to put into this game
"#15 Sete NSR500V or Okada NSR 500 V Proarm". The absolute best brick breaker game ever made, hands down. Get this
game! Rockin' soundtrack too.. Love it, really handy for playing games on your tv.. Six Sides of the World is an exciting puzzle
game that might draw you in with its story. The music fit perfectly with each level and theme of the game and its quite
challenging, if you up for it. There are new mechanics and obstacles awaiting for you as you continue further through the game.
As you go through the game, you will discover more of the story of the ultimate space journey that you must go on. The
graphics are stunning and the background of each level are gorgeous. The game might be kind of expensive, but I believe I got
my money's worth with this awesome game!. Overall review:
The game is hilariously fun. All the level play out very differently and remain unique. The music is very up-beat which really
suits the game and forms an energectic motivation to keep playing. The animations are very wacky which creates some
laughable moments.
Nevertheless this game is very rough around the edges and the controles create a very high skill sealing because they are hard to
get grib at. (I'd recon the developers did this on purpose to get the most challenging out of their game ;) )
This game has 40 levels and i hope the devs are making more. They announced they will. The overall playtime to finish this
game a first time is about 1h and 20m.

Personal experiences and recommendations:
I bought this game for me and as a gift for my friend. This really made the game what it is for me right now. I think i couldn't
last to the end if i were playing completely by myself. Now ofcourse this game is a singleplayer game but with the big offer of
communication services these days (skype, teamspeak, discord), it is really easy to just boot up the game together at the same
time and just play along.
As for how I experienced it the way I discovered it with my friend it purchase worth well beyond 79 cents.

Tips:
The most important thing to know when starting to play this game is to *not press 'W' when landing from a jump*. That will get
Fred to trip over instantly losing you alot of time.
Because that brings me to the next tip: scince this game has no tutorial of key-walktrough; it is good to know that 'F' can get
Fred to instantly fall over or stand up when lying on the ground.

The current WR for finishing the whole game is at 32:48,52 put down by GlennField
And my PR is not far from it with 33:55,67

RL;DR
I recommend this game if you play it together with a friend at the same time. (Can we couch co-op or just playing the game at
the same time at different computer)
I had alot of fun whilst playing it!
I highly recommend anyone to play it and maybe join our little (speedrunning)community!. When I first saw this game, I
avoided picking it up because of a certain highly-rated review that described it as overly difficult and unfinished. Most of us
rogue-lite fans have played amateurish games before and been disappointed, so it was easy to write this one off as yet another
project where the developer released an abortive attempt once they'd become fed up with working on it. I let the game linger on
my wishlist for at least a year, and probably several, before finally deciding to take the chance.

And I couldn't be happier that I got it. It isn't one of the best games of all time, but it's very fun and unique, and the fun \/ price
ratio is extremely high. Far from being impossible, it's actually fairly easy to beat, especially with certain characters and runes.
My first victory was after maybe around an hour of playing, and I'm not an expert gamer. But you can't rush into things
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haphazardly, and you also have to learn to adapt to a system that is unconventional in many different ways.

At it's heart, the gameplay and skill types are quite similar to old NES-era games. This is a game about memorizing enemy
attack patterns, developing appropriate responses, learning the game's system (player attacks, items), and repeated precision
control. Many action roguelites have arenas or boss rushes so that players can practice without having to work their way through
a run, but in VoTS, you can practice in an arena against regular enemies. And it's a good idea to do so, since everything is deadly
here.

But although everything is deadly, there is also always a strategy, and often it requires thinking outside the box, or taking
approaches that you wouldn't normally use. For most bosses, you want to be decked out with the right items before you go after
them, so the order that you proceed in a run depends on what you find along the way. Because of the soul system, you do tend to
spend less time exploring, unlike most similar games.

What makes this game so fun is learning how to handle challenges that at first seem overwhelming. You start out learning to do
basic things like time your attacks and dash-retreat, but this quickly becomes insufficient, and if you expect to be able to get far
in a run with such basic techniques, then you'll fail repeatedly and get frustrated. Instead, you have to learn when to attack and
when to ignore enemies, when to spam wand attacks and when to use invisibility to avoid encounters, what bosses to go after
based on your items, and what to expect from dungeon layouts. To me, perhaps the highest joy of gaming is being confronted
with a new system, and gradually learning how to use it and accomplish your goals. By that standard, VoTS is an _excellent_
game.

This game _does_ come across as low-production. The interface is clunky and sometimes awkward, and it's missing a lot of
polish. Most of the time when I kill the final boss, it takes me a minute to determine whether I won or lost, since there's just a
small text popup either way. There is no story, no tutorial, and I didn't see any way to tell how many coins runes cost. But the
game has an enormous amount of heart, and the core mechanics are elegantly designed. In some ways, VoTS reminds me of
some ARCEN games.

This is a game for players who enjoy learning new systems and won't qq when traditional approaches prove ineffective. I
definitely recommend it.. Excellent DLC. The ship plays very similar to the original, uses the same sound effects, new remixed
music is pretty good too. I would honestly recommend all of the Capcom DLC to tell you the truth. If the price is not something
that you like. Wait for a sale. It will drop again very soon.
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